
JACOB & DRINKWATER ANNOUNCE NEW ALBUM ‘MORE NOTES
FROM THE FIELD’ WITH NEW SINGLE ‘THE NAMELESS’

ACCLAIMED SONGWRITING DUO TO TOUR MATERIAL THROUGHOUT SEPTEMBER
& OCTOBER

Jacob & Drinkwater - Credit: Tom Jacob

Songwriting duo Jacob & Drinkwater have announced their new album ‘More Notes From The Field’ will be
released on the 29th October through Polyphonic Life Records and shared the first preview of the album

with new single ‘The Nameless’ alongside extensive tour dates throughout September and October.

Jacob & Drinkwater is made up of  singer- songwriter Tobias ben Jacob, known for his his work in The

Roots Union and two acclaimed solo albums alongside multi-instrumentalist, producer and session

musician Lukas Drinkwater, known for his collaborations with artists including Emily Barker, Frank Turner,

Seth Lakeman, Will Varley, Tankus the Henge, Marry Waterson & 3 Daft Monkeys. The pair first

collaborated together on stage at Glastonbury in 2014 and have gone on, over the course of an album, live

record and EP to become one of British folk’s brightest and most exciting acts.

The follow up to their 2019 debut album ‘This Old River’, which was heralded “a beautiful masterpiece” in

The Guardian, ‘More Notes From The Field’ was written remotely between the pairs respective homes in

Poland and Stroud during lockdown. The new album centres around themes of friendship and human

connection alongside some of the ‘mercurial, mysterious and intimate’ (FRUK) songs the duo are known



for; continuing the threads of mysticism, nature imagery and history that also run through their debut. The

album’s sonic landscape has broadened from the core sound of fingerpicked guitar, upright bass and rich

harmonies that the duo are known for to include captivating arrangements utilising drums, synth, piano and

electric guitar.

Offering a glimpse at their beautiful new album, the pair have shared first single ‘The Nameless’. Written by

Jacob over ten years ago, the song never found a home until he was reminded of it recently: “I was

recently sent a video of a performance of this song from 10 years ago by a friend asking where they could

get a copy.” he explains, “I’d only played it once for that video and had forgotten about it all together. I think

ultimately it carries a message of hope in a troubled world.”

Taking it to the studio where Drinkwater set about arranging the song, stripping the guitar arrangement back

and building a bed of bed of minimal synth and percussive layers to accompany the songs thoughtful and

human exploration of hope and determination.

Ahead of the release of ‘More Notes From The Field’ the duo will be taking this new set of songs on the

road throughout September and October. Beginning with a performance on the main stage of Birmingham’s

iconic Moseley Folk Festival on 5th September, the pair will head out across England for seventeen dates,

wrapping up in Cambridge at All Saints Church on 9th October. These shows offering a chance to see two

of our best writers and performers back doing what they love after a long enforced break from the road.

TICKET LINKS & PRE-ORDER LINKS

Live Shows:

SEPT

05 - BIRMINGHAM - Moseley Folk Festival

11  WALTON ON THAMES - Walton Folk Festival

17   NEW MILLS   New Mills Festival

18   STAVELEY  -  Staveley Roundhouse

19   BURY  -    The Met

20   BIRMINGHAM  -   Kitchen Garden Cafe

21   OSWESTRY  -    The Hermon , Oswestry

22   EXETER  -    Exeter Phoenix

23   FAREHAM -   Ashcroft Arts Centre

24   WEYMOUTH  -  Osmington Music

25   DISS   -   Wingfield Barns

OCT

http://jacobanddrinkwater.com/live
http://jacobanddrinkwater.bandcamp.com/


1    SALCOMBE  -  Salcombe Live

4    STROUD -  Prince Albert

7   NEW MILTON  -  Forest Arts Centre

8    SUTTON -   The Sound Lounge

9    CAMBRIDGE -  All Saint’s Church

Press for Jacob & Drinkwater:
‘They draw the audience into their world with a powerful mesmerising set.’- FRUK

‘Exactly the kind of deep intense and brilliant thing we’ve come to expect from Jacob & Drinkwater’- BBC

Music Introducing

‘More innovative explorations in songwriting’ - Fresh On The Net

'Inventive and thrilling' - R2: Rock n Reel

‘Stand out new Folk... superb’ - Chris Hawkins BBC Radio 6

Links:
https://www.jacobanddrinkwater.com/

https://www.facebook.com/jacobanddrinkwater/

https://twitter.com/tobiasandlukas

https://www.instagram.com/jacobanddrinkwater

https://www.bandsintown.com/en/a/13110593-jacob-and-drinkwater

https://open.spotify.com/artist/0hOpP9h17xK5pC4PgC2Btd
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